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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let n be a positive integer, and let k = (k,, . . . , kd) be a d-tuple of 
nonnegative integers satisfying k, < . . . 6 k, < n. Let 9 denote either the 
field of real numbers or the field of complex numbers. Let Flag(k, %“I”) 
denote the (partial) flag manifold consisting of d-tuples (S,, . , . , Sd) where Sj 
is a k,dimensional subspace of F n and S, c . . . 5 S,. Let A be an n x n 
matrix with entries in F, and let Flag,(k, Fn) denote the subvariety of 
Flag(k, p”) consisting of those flags that are invariant under A, i.e., 
Flag,(k, 3”) = {(S,,..., S,)EFlag(k,.%“‘):A(S,)~!$i=l,...,d}.Bythe 
spectral decomposition, the problem of describing the structure of 
Flag,(k, Fbl”) for arbitrary A can be reduced to the problem of characteriz- 
ing Flag,(k, g”) for arbitrary unipotent A. Consequently, we shall now 
assume that A is a unipotent matrix with entries in 3’. 
The subvariety Flag,(k, p”) is important in various applications in both 
pure and applied mathematics. These include desingularization of the uni- 
potent variety of the special linear group SL,(9) [20, 22, 41, matrix 
eigenvalue methods such as the QR algorithm in numerical linear algebra 
[l, 2, 161, and generalizations of the matrix Riccati differential equation [14]. 
In the special case where d = 1, Flag(k, 3”) is the Grassmann manifold 
G ‘I( F”) of kidimensional subspaces of F’“, and Flag.( k, 3 “) consists of 
all kidimensional subspaces that are A-invariant. Since invariant subspaces 
are crucial to a wide variety of problems, the special case d = 1 is itself of 
significant interest. 
It follows from a more general result of Steinberg [22] that Flag,(k, s”) 
is connected. (In the special case d = 1, the connectedness of Flag,(k, sn) 
was originally proven by Douglas and Pearcy [5].) Shimomura [15] and Hotta 
and Shimomura [lo] have shown that Flag,(k, 9”) has a partition into a 
finite number of affine spaces, and that this partition is determined by the 
Young diagram associated with A. This work generalizes earlier results of 
Spaltenstein [17, 181. 
A different partition of Flag,(k, gGln) arises in the work of Springer [21] 
and Borho and MacPherson [4] on partial resolutions of the singularities for 
the unipotent variety of the special linear group. Let t” be a partition of 
ki - ki_l (i = l,..., d+l),wherek,=Oandkd+i=n.Lett=(t’,...,td+’), 
and let Flag,( k, 9,)’ denote the subset of Flag,(k, gn) consisting of those 
A-invariant flags (S,, . . . , S,) for which the A-induced endomorphism of 
‘i/‘i-1 has Jordan type t’, i = 1, . . . , d + 1. Thus, the partition 
{Flag,(k, sn)‘} of Flag,(k, 9”) is obtained by fixing the Jordan type of 
the induced maps on the subquotients. Borho and MacPherson call 
{Flag,(k, g”)“} the Springer t-parts of Flag,(k, g”) and study their 
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closures in Flag,(k, 9”). The topology of the Springer t-parts seems to be 
unknown. 
A different decomposition of Flag,( k, 9”) has been introduced by 
Shayman, originahy for the special case d = 1 [13], and more recently in the 
generalcase[12].Let pi beapartitionof ki, i=l,...,d,andlet 
Flag,(k,p, .Fn) = {(S, ,..., S,) EFlag,(k, Fn): 
AJSi has Jordan type pi, i = l,..., d}. 
Thus, Flag,( k, 3”) is decomposed by fixing the Jordan type of each 
restriction instead of fixing the Jordan type of the induced map on each 
subquotient. In [12], Flag,(k, p, 9”) is described as an orbit manifold, and 
an atlas of “standard charts” is constructed. It is also shown that 
Flag,( k, p, 9’“) is an imbedded submanifold of Flag(k, 9”). 
The partition {Flag,(k, p, g”)} of Flag,(k, gn) is quite different from 
the partition into the Springer t-parts. In the special case d = 1, each sub 
set Flag,(k, p, 9”) is a union of some of the Springer t-parts, so 
P’lag,(k, P, .%Y> is a coarser decomposition than {Flag,(k, S”)“}. How- 
ever, this is not true in general. For example, suppose that d = n - 1 and 
k,=i (i=l,..., n - 1). In other words, Flag( k, Fn) is a complete flag 
manifold. Since each subquotient S/S,_, is l-dimensional, the decomposi- 
tion of Flag,(k, 3”) into Springer t-parts is trivial, consisting of only 
Flag,(k, P”) itself. In contrast, it is easily seen that the decomposition 
{Flag,(k, p, 9”)) may contain more than one subset. 
The geometric structure of Flag,( k, p, 9”) is of interest in its own right, 
in addition to its relationship to the overall geometric structure of 
Flag,(k, 9”). If 9” is given the A-induced structure of a finitely generated 
torsion module over the polynomial ring F[ z], then two invariant subspaces 
S, and S, are isomorphic as submodules if and only if they have the same 
cyclic structure-i.e., if and only if the restrictions AIS, and A(S, have the 
same Jordan type. Thus, Flag,( k, p, Sn) consists of chains of submodules of 
prescribed isomorphism classes, and as such is a natural object of study. 
Furthermore, in many applications in which invariant subspaces and 
invariant flags occur, the cyclic structure is of interest. For example, a 
subspace S is an invariant manifold for the linear differential equation 
i( t ) = Ax( t ) if and only if S is A-invariant. If S, and S, are two such 
subspaces, the flows on S, and S, are the same, up to linear isomorphism, if 
and only if AIS, and A(S, have the same Jordan type. 
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In this paper, we investigate the topological structure of Flag,( k, p, Sn), 
where 9 = R or C. We prove that Flag,(k, p, p”) has a compact nonsingu- 
lar projective variety as a strong deformation retract, which we refer to as a 
bijlug manifold. Let U = [ ui j] be a (d + 1) X T matrix of nonnegative integers 
that is nondecreasing along each row and column. The biflag manifold 
consists of rectangular arrays of subspaces that are nondecreasing (i.e., 
nested) along each row and column. Precisely, 
wi, j-1 c wij, wij c w/;+,, j' j=l ,..., r,i=l,..., d , 
i 
where WiO = 0 and W,, i j = ~Q+L.J, the span of the first ud+ r, j standard 
basis vectors for .9”d+l,r. In contrast to the flag manifold, the biflag manifold 
is not a homogeneous space of the general linear group except in special 
cases. 
In the special case d = 1, the biflag manifold is what we refer to as a 
generalized flag manifold. Let a = (aI ,..., a,), b = (b, ,..., b,) be nonde- 
creasing sequences of nonnegative integers less than or equal to n with 
aj<bj, j=l,..., r. The generalized flag manifold is 
We show that the Bruhat decomposition of Flag( a, 9”) induces a 
cellular decomposition of Flag(a, b, Rn). Using the Ehresmann basis theo- 
rem, or alternatively a fixed-point theorem of E. E. Floyd, we show that 
Flag(a, b, .F”) has the homology groups of a product of Grassmannians. By 
an induction on d using the Leray-Hirsch theorem together with the results 
for Flag(a, b, Fn), we prove that Biflag(U, St>, and hence Flag*(k, p, 9’) 
has the homology groups of a product of Grassmannians. We also describe a 
partition of the biflag manifold into a finite union of affine spaces. In the 
special case when Biflag(U, 9) is a flag manifold, this partition coincides 
with the Bruhat cell decomposition. 
After the present paper was completed, we became aware of a recent 
paper of Shimomura [24] that also considers the structure of Flag,(k, p, 9”). 
It is proven that Flag,(k, p, 9”) is an irreducible locally closed subvariety of 
Flag,( k, p, 9 “) and has a partition into a union of affine spaces indexed by 
the set of those semistandard p-tableaus of type A that correspond to p, 
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where p=(kl,kz-kl,..., n - kd) and h is the partition of n given by the 
Jordan form of A. These results generalize to the partial flag manifold results 
of Spaltenstein [18] for the complete flag manifold. Our results, as well as our 
approach of studying Flag,(k, p, stn) by retracting it onto a biflag manifold, 
are quite different from and complement those in [24]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Flag( k, 9”) can be given the structure of a differentiable manifold in 
several equivalent ways. Let e,, . . . , e, be the standard basis vectors for T’“, 
and let Wj=Sp{e,,..., ej } (where Sp denotes span). Let CL,(p) be the 
general linear group of g”, and let P(k, 9”) denote the parabolic subgroup 
consisting of those matrices in CL,(s) that are upper triangular as matrices 
of blocks when the rows and columns are partitioned according to the 
partition (k,, k,- kl,..., k, - k,_,, n - kd) of n. GL,(9) acts transitively 
on Flag(k, 9”) by (T,(S, ,..., S,)) +(T(S,) ,..., T(S,)), and the stabilizer 
of the flag Wk, c . . . c Wk, is the subgroup P(k, TGI”). Consequent- 
ly, Flag(k, 9”) can be identified with the homogeneous space 
GL,(%)/P(k, 9”). Flag(k,R”) can also be identified with the homoge- 
neous space O(n)/[O(k,)xO(k,- k,)x * *. xO(k, - k,_l)xO(n - kd)] 
of the orthogonal group O(n), while Flag(k, C “) can be identified with the 
homogeneous space U(n)/(U(k,) x U(k, - k,) x . . . xU(k, - k,_,) x 
U( n - kd)) of the unitary group U(n). 
Another well-known description of the flag manifold is as an orbit space. 
Let V,(F”) denote the Stiefel manifold of r-frames in 9”. In other words, 
V,(s”) consists of all n x T rank r matrices with entries in %. Let 
P(&, Tk”) denote the parabolic subgroup of GLkd(g) corresponding to 
the partition (k,, k,- k,,..., k, - k,_,) of k,. P(k, P’d) acts on Vkd(sn) 
on the right by matrix multiplication. The resulting orbit manifold 
Vkd(.F”)/P(I;, g’“) may be identified with Flag(k, 9”) by identifying the 
orbit of X E Vkd(s”) with the flag (S,, . . . , S,), where Si denotes the 
subspace spanned by the first k, columns of X, i = 1,. . . , d. 
For our purposes, it is more convenient to view Flag(k, 9”) as an orbit 
manifold in a different (and perhaps new) way. Let V( k, Sa) = 
ll~Zi=V~,(%‘~+l), where kd+l = n, and let G(k, F) = @,!_rGL,,(F). Define 
a right action of G(k, .F) on V(k, ptn) by ((T, ,..., Td),(X1 ,..., X,))* 
(T,-‘X,T,,...,T~lXd-lTd-l, X,T,). It is easy to show that this action is free 
and proper. Consequently, the orbit space V( k, F”)/G( k, 9) is a manifold. 
(See e.g. [23].) The orbit manifold V(k, P”)/G(k, g) may be identified 
with Flag(k, g*) via the natural bijection q:V(k, .Fn)/G(k, F)- 
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Flag(k,s-“) given by ~([X,,...,Xd])=(SpX,X,_,...X,,SpXdXd~r... 
X s, . . . , Sp X,X,_ i, Sp X,), where [X,, . . . , X,] denotes the G( k, F)-orbit of 
(X i, . . . , X,) and Sp Z denotes the subspace spanned by the columns of Z. It 
is easy to verify that the differentiable structure on Flag(k, Fn) induced by 
the bijection 4 is identical with the usual differentiable structure. 
There is an important difference in viewpoint between the two orbit 
space descrip!ions of Flag( k, 9”). In the usual description of Flag( k, F “) as 
V,J.Fn)/P(k, stkd), a flag is constructed by starting with a basis for the 
smdest subspace S,, and successively extending to bases for S,, . . . , S,. In 
contrast, in the description V(k, s”)/G(k, F), a flag is constructed by 
starting with a basis X, for the largest subspace S,, and successively 
obtaining the bases X,X,_,,. . . , X,X,_, . . . X, for S,_,, . . . , S,. The latter 
approach of constructing flags by starting with the largest subspace is crucial 
for our study of the fixed flags of given Jordan type. The reason is that if Si 
and St are k ,dimensional A-invariant subspaces such that AIS, and A IS/ 
have the same Jordan form, then the sublattice of A-invariant subspaces that 
are contained in Si is isomorphic to the sublattice of A-invariant subspaces 
that are contained in S/. In contrast, the sublattice of A-invariant subspaces 
that contain Si is not necessarily isomorphic to the sublattice of A-invariant 
subspaces that contain S/. 
3. Flag,(k, p, gn) AS AN ORBIT SPACE 
In this section, we review the orbit space construction for the fixed flags 
of prescribed cyclic structure as described in [12]. Proofs of all the assertions 
may be found in this reference. 
It is equivalent to consider the flags that are invariant under a nilpotent 
matrix A instead of the flags that are fixed by a unipotent matrix. This 
follows from the trivial fact that A and A + I have the same invariant 
subspaces. Without loss of generality, let A be an n X a nilpotent matrix in 
lower Jordan form with blocks in order of decreasing size. Let Flag,(k, sn) 
= {(S,,..., Sd)~Flag(k,%n):A(Si)~Si, i=l,..., d}.Let p’=(p’, ,..., pi,) 
be a partition of ki with pi>,&>, ... &pi,>,1 (i=l,...,d+l), where 
k d-t 1 = n and pd+’ is the partition of n corresponding to the Jordan 
structure of A. Let J( pi) denote the ki X ki nilpotent matrix in lower Jordan 
form with block structure pi, i = 1,. . . , d + 1. In particular, J(pd”) = A. 
Let p = (p’, . . . , pd+‘), and let Flag,(k, p, Fn) = {(S,, . . . , sd) E 
Flag,(k,.96^“):AJSi has Jordan form &pi), i=l,...,d}. We say that the 
sequence of partitions p’, . . . , pd+’ is compatible iff li < li+ i and pi < pi+‘, 
j=l )...) zi (i=l,..., d). It can be shown that Flag,(k, p, .F’) is nonempty 
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iff the partitions p’, . . . , pd+ ’ are compatible. From now on, we assume that 
this is the case. 
Let V(k, p, .v)= {(X, ,..., X,) E V(k, 9-y: J(p’+‘)x, = XJp’), i = 
1 ,..., d}.Itiseasilyseenthat(X, ,..., X,)EV(k,p,Fn)ifffori=l ,..., d, 
Xi is a full-rank ki + r X k i matrix with the property that if the rows and 
columns are partitioned according to pi+ ’ and pi respectively, then each 
block is lower triangular and constant along every diagonal. [For an m X n 
matrix, lower triangular means that if the diagonals are numbered starting 
with the lower left-hand comer, every entry above the min(m, n)th diagonal 
is zero.] In particular, this implies that V( k, p, F”) is an imbedded submani- 
fold of V(k, 9”). 
Let G(k, p, g) = ((T,, . . . , Td) E G(k, 9) : J(p’)T, = Ti](pi), i = 
1 , . . . , d >. It follows that (T,, . . . , T,)EG(k,p,F)ifffori=l,..., d, q isa 
nonsingular ki X ki matrix with the property that if the rows and columns are 
each partitioned according to pi, then each block is lower triangular and 
constant along every diagonal. Thus, G(k, p, .F) is a closed subgroup of 
G(k, g). The action of G(k, 9) on V(k, 9”) restricts to an action of 
G(k, p, F) on V(k, p, F”), which is necessarily a free and proper action. 
Consequently, the orbit space V(k, p, P”)/G(k, p, 3) is an Sanalytic 
manifold. 
Let n : V(k, %“) + V(k, F”)/G(k, 9) and 7i : V(k, p, 9”) + 
V(k, p, .F”)/G(k, p, 9) denote the natural projections. It is proven in [12] 
that the inclusion map i : V(k, p, 9”) + V(k, Fn) induces an Sanalytic 
imbedding ~1: V(k, p, ZFn)/G(k, p, 9) + V(k, S-“)/G(k, 9) such that 
?r 0 i = p 0 ?i. Furthermore, the image of p is precisely q-‘(Flag,(k, p, 9”)). 
Thus, the mapping 9 0 ~1 is a natural identification of the orbit manifold 
Vtk, P, T”)/G(k P, 3) with Hag,@, P, g”>. 
Let 4’ = (9; , . . . ,9;) denote the conjugate partition of p’ (i = 1,. . . , d + 1). 
Note that f; = pi. By [13, Proposition 71 it follows that 
f; 
dim,V(k, p, Fn) = 5 c 9;+‘9;, 
i=l j=l 
By [13, Proposition 81 it follows that 
dim,G(k,p,F) = i i (9;)“. 
i=l j=l 
This gives the following result. 
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THEOREM 1 [12]. FIag,(k, p, Fn) is an imbedded s&manifold of 
FIag( k, .F ” ) of Sdimension 
and is isomorphic to V(k, p, .F”)/G(k, p, g). 
Next, we review the construction of an atlas of “standard charts” for 
FIag.(k, p, Sn) as described in [12]. Let A’, > . . . > Air, denote the distinct 
numbers in the partition pi. Let vf denote the multiplicity of Pj in pi. 
(Thus, v; + . . . + vj, = Zi and VIA’, + . . . + vi,xi, = k,.) Let yi = 
(y’(l,l) ,..., yi(1, ZJ:) ,...) yi(ri,l) )...) yi(ri, vi,)) be an Zi-tuple of distinct posi- 
tive integers. We say that y i is a multiindex compatible with pi and pi+ ’ iff 
y i satisfies the conditions 
(i) ~‘(a, b) G li+i> 
(ii) y’(a,l) < . . . < yi(a, v:), 
(iii) pi;:, bj >, A’, for ah a, b. 
Let y=(yl,..., yd). We say that y is a p-compatible multiindex iff yi is 
compatible with pi and pi+‘, i = l,.. ., d. 
Let C( k, p) denote the set of all p-compatible multiindices. For each 
yEC(k,p)andeach(X,,..., X,) E V(k, p, .F”), let MJX,) be the ki x ki 
submatrix obtained by taking the last A’, rows from the yi(a, b)th block of 
rows in Xi, b=l,.,., vi, a=1 , . . . , ri, when the rows of Xi are partitioned 
according to p’+‘. Note that the rows are placed in d,,(Xi) in the order 
specified by the seque?ce yi(l,l) ,... , ~~(1, vi),. . ., yi(rj, l),.. ., yi(ri, vi,). Thus, 
the first A’, rows of M,,(X,) are the last AiiArows in the yi(l,l)th block of 
rows in Xi. [These x’, rows are placed in MJX,) in the same order they 
occur in Xi.] 
Let y E C(k, p), and let (Xi,. . . , X,) E V(k, p, g”). Let i be fixed, and 
let A,, denote the abth block in A?,,(Xi) when the, rows and columns of 
G,,,(Xi) are both partitioned according to pi. Thus, M,, is p: X p:. We say 
that Xi is in yAi-canoni~aZ form iff Xi satisfies the condition that the first p: 
diagonals of MaI,. . . , M,,, (count@g from the lower left-hand comer) are 0 
except for the pith diagonal of M,,, which is equal to 1. In particular, this 
implies that A?,, is an identity matrix, and tiab is a zero matrix if a < b. We 
say that (Xi,..., X,) is in y-canonical form iff Xi is in y”-canonicaI form, 
i=l d. >..., 
For each y E C(k, p), let V, denote the subset of V(k, p, 9”) consisting 
of the union of all the G(k, p, S&orbits of the elements of V(k, p, 3”) that 
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are in y-canonical form. It can be shown that {V,, : y E C( k, p)} is a cover of 
V( k, p, 3”) by open and dense subsets. Furthermore, for each (Xi,. . . , X,) 
EVy,7?(X1,..., X,) contains a @que element-+ it_#,(X,,..., X,)- 
that is in y-canonical form. Let V,, = ‘Ij(V,,), and let #,, : V,, + V,, denote the 
mapping induced by 4,. By identifying $,(+Y,, . . . , X,) with a point in_affine 
.%%pace of dimension Cf= ICfS ,(I;( 9;’ ’ - 9;), we obtain a chart (V., 4,) for 
V(k, p, F”)/G(k,p, S) and hence for Flag,(k, p, %“). We refer to 
C(v,~ ?,): Y E C(k, P)) as the studard charts for Flag,(k, p, 3”). Each 
such chart parametrizes an open and dense subset of FIag,( k, p, 3”). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let n = 12, d = 2, k = (5,8,12), p = (p’, p2, p3) = 
((3,1, l), (3,2,2, l), (4,3,2,2,1)). Then C(k, p) contains 36 elements, on_e of 
which is y = (y’,y2) with y1 =((l), (3,4)), y2 = ((2), (1,4), (3)). Then V, is 
parametrized by those (X,, X2) E V, that are in y-canonical form-i.e., that 
have the form 
x2= 
x1= 
00000000 
w2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 *2 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 wa 0 1 0 0 0 
10000000 
01000000 
00100000 
% 0 0 xa 0 y, 0 0 
0 % 0 0 xs 0 y* 1 
00000100 
00000010 
w12 0 0 x12 0 Y12 0 212 
-1 0 0 0 0 
0 10 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
r, 0 0 0 0 
r5 r4 
_::_ 
0 s5 us * 
r6 0 0 0 0 
0 r, 0 1 0 
-0 0 0 0 1 
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By identifying each such pair (Xi, X,) with the flag (SpX,Xi,SpX,), we 
obtain one of the 36 standard charts for the K&dimensional manifold 
Flag,(k, P, s”). 
4. THE BIFLAG MANIFOLD AS AN ORBIT SPACE 
In this section, we construct an orbit manifold which is a generalization of 
the flag manifold. We refer to it as the biflag manifold for reasons which will 
become apparent. In the next section, we show that Flag,(k, p, 9”) has a 
biflag manifold as a strong deformation retract. 
Let d be a positive integer. Let 1, < . . . < ld+l be positive integers, and 
let 1=(1 1 ,..., ld+l). Let vi =(Y: ,..., v:,), where vi ,..., vj, are positive in- 
tegers which have li as their sum. Let v=(v’,...,v~+‘). Let Par(l,,v’,s) 
denote the parabolic subgroup of GL,,(F) consisting of those matrices with 
the property that if the rows and columns are partitioned according to vi, all 
blocks below the main diagonal are identically zero. Let GT(l, v, s) = 
@,= 1 Par(l,, vi, 4t). Then GT(l, v, g) is a closed subgroup of G( I,._%-) = 
@,!=iGL,,(F). Note that although 1 = (1 1,. . . , l,, I), the summations in the 
definitions of GT(1, v, 9) and G(1, F) only go up to d. 
Let { m’(j) : j = 1,. . . , 1;:; i = 1,. . . , d } be integers satisfying 
(9 I d m’(1) d . . . 6 m’(r,) G T,+~, 
(ii) C;= lvf < E~?l’l”‘v; + ‘, b = 1,. . . , 1;. 
Let rn = { mi(j)}. Let VT(1, v, m, 9) consist of all (Y,, . . . , Yd) E V(l,9,-Id+1) 
such that if Yi(a, b) denotes block (a, b) of Yi when the rows and columns 
are partitioned according to vi +i and vi respectively, then Yi(a, b) = 0 
whenever a > m’(b). Note that if (Y,, . . . , Yd) E V(1, .F’d+l), then the columns 
of Y, are linear independent. Condition (ii) in the definition of m is therefore 
necessary for VT(1, v, m, 9) to be nonempty. 
Obviously, VT(1, v, m, F) is an imbedded submanifold of V(1, .F’rf+l). It 
is easy to verify that the free and proper action of G(1, 9) on V(l, gGd+l) 
(defined in Section 2) restricts to an action of GT(1, v, 9) on VT( 1, v, m, 9), 
which is necessarily a free and proper action. Consequently, the orbit space 
m(I, v, m, fl))/GT(I, v, 9) is an .%ana.lytic manifold, which we refer to as 
a biflag manifold. 
We now construct an atlas of “standard charts” for 
VT(1, v, m, F)/GT(l, v, 3). 
Define a multiindex ei = { cu’(b, c): c = 1,. . . , v;; b = 1,. . . , ri } of distinct 
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positive integers satisfying ai(b, 1) < - . * < d(b, vi) < C$(;(lb)v;+‘, b = 
1 . . , 
&I, 1) 
ri. Let v,,(Yi) denote the Ii X li matrix consisting of rows 
) . . . ) d( 1, Vi), . . . ) a’( ri, 1), . . . ) d(1;, v,!) of Yj. Note that the rows are 
placed in M,,(Y,) in the order specified by the multiindex ai and not 
necessarily in the order in which they occur in Y,. 
Let M,, denote the abth block of M,,(Y,) when both the rows and 
columns of M,t(Y,) are partitioned according to the combination vi of Zi. We 
say that Yi is in &-special fm iff M,, is the vi x vi identity matrix and 
M,, = 0 if a < b. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Zi+i= 9, Ii = 5, vi+i = (3,2,4), vi = (2,3), m’(1) = 2, 
m’(2) = 3. Let ai = ((1,4), (2,&g)). Then Yi is in a’-special form iff it is of the 
form 
1 0 0 
I 0  0  I Y73 0 Y74 0 1 Y75 0 1 
Let a=(&,..., ad). We say that (Y, ,..., Yd) E VT(1, v,m, .F) is in a- 
special fm iff Yi is in a’-special form, i = 1,. . . , d. Let U, denote the union 
of all the GT(Z, v, .F)-orbits which contain an element in a-special form. 
Given (Y,, . . . , Yd) E VT(2, v, m, 9), it follows by straightforward linear alge- 
bra that there exists a multiindex ad and a unique Pd E Par(I& vd, 9) such 
that YdTd is in ad-special form. Given this choice for P& there exists a 
multiindex ad-l and a unique Pd_i E Par(Id_i, vd-i, 9) such that 
(PilYd_i)Pd_i is in ad-l -special form. Proceeding in this way, we obtain 
a = (a’, . . . ) ad) and a unique (Pi,. . . , pd) E GT( I, v, .F) such that 
(P;‘Y,P,,..., PilY&$-_I, Y,P,) is in a-special form. Thus, (Y,, . . . , Y,) E U,, 
which shows that { U,} covers VT(Z, v, m, 9). It also follows from this 
procedure that each subset U, is open and dense in VT.(Z, v, m, S). 
Let 7rB:VT(Zr v, m, 9) + VT(Z, v, m, .F))/GT(Z, v, .F) denote the natu- 
ral projection. The uniqueness of (Pl, . . . , Pd) in the above procedure implies 
that for each (Yi,. . . , Y,) E U,, vrB(Y,, . . . , Yd) contains a unique element- 
call it &(Yi,..., Yd)-Which is in a-special form. Let fla = a#,), and 
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let sa : V, -+ U, denote the mapping induced by &. By identifying 
&(Y,,..., Yd) with a point in affine Sspace of the appropriate dimension 
[ = dimVT(Z, v, m, 9) - dimGT(Z, v, S)], we obtain-a chart (U,, sa) for 
vT(Z, v, m, p))/GT(Z, v, 9). We refer to the atlas {(U,, +J} as the “stan- 
dard charts” for the biflag manifold. Each such chart parametrizes an open 
and dense subset. 
We now show that the orbit manifold V’T(Z, v, m, S)/GT(Z, v, g) has a 
natural imbedding as a subvariety of a product of Bag manifolds. To simplify 
notation, let sij = vi + . . . + v;, and let si = (ail,.. ., sir,), i = 1,. .., d + 1. 
Let M(Z, 9) = nf= rV,,(F’d+l), a product of Stiefel manifolds. Define 
a Lie group action @ : GT(Z, v, 9) x M(Z, S) --) M(Z, 9) by 
@((P,,.. . , Pd),(Z1 ,..., 2,)) = (ZIP,,.. . , Z,P,). Then 
Let nM: M(Z, .S) + M(Z, g))/GT(Z, v, 3) denote the natural projection. 
Define a mapping x : VT(Z, v, m, g) + M(Z, F) by x( Y,, . . . , YC1) = 
(Y,Y,- r . . . Y,, Y,Y,_ r . . . Y,, . . . , YdYd_ r, Yd). Trivially, x is analytic. It is 
easy to show that Y,,..., Y, can be expressed locally as analytic functions of 
YdY,_ i . . . Y,, . . . , Y,Y,_ i, Y,. Hence, x is an imbedding. 
Let 0 : GT(Z, v, P) x VT(Z, v, m, 9) -+ VT(Z, v, m, S) denote the group 
action. Then 
x(@((P,, . . . . P,),(Y,,..*J,))) = @((PI ,...> p,>, x(y, >...> Y,)). (2) 
By (2), there exists an induced map 
x:VT(Z, v,m, %))/GT(Z, v, 3) + M(Z, T)/GT(Z, v, 3) 
suchthat XO~T~=~~OX. It also follows easily from (2) that 2 is an injective 
immersion. 
To show that X is an imbedding, it suffices to show that if U is open 
in VT(Z, v, m, .9))/GT(Z, v, S), then jz(U) is relatively open in 
X(m(Z, v, m, g))/GT(Z, v, F)). Let V = 7~gl(U), an open subset of 
VT(Z, v, m, 9). Since x is an imbedding, there exists W open in M(Z, 9) 
such that x(V) = W n x(VT(Z, v, m, F)). It follows from (2) that 
x(VT(Z, v, m, 9)) is GT(Z, v, %)-saturated, which implies that 
QVnxPIXZ, v, m, 9))) = r,&W)n rM(x(vT(Z, v, m, 9))). 
Thus, x(U) = rM( W) n x(VT( 1, v, m, 4”)/GT(Z, v, g)), showing that x(U) 
is relatively open. 
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By the identification (l), we can regard z as an imbedding of the orbit 
space VT( 1, v, m, %)/GT( 1, v, .%r) into nf,in), iG”ii(.F’d+l), a product of 
Grassmannians. Note that if Yi(j) denotes the submatrix of Yi consisting of 
its first sij columns, then 
X(%(Y1,...9 Yd)) = [SpYdYd_l" ’ Yj+lYj( j): j = 1 ,..., ri; i=l,..., d]. (3) 
Thus, the image of the orbit rrB(Y,, . . . , Yd) is a doubly indexed array of 
subspaces of T’d+ 1. It is a straightforward consequence of the definition of 
VT( I, v, m, .F) that 
‘i, j-1 c 'ij> sij c Si+l,*‘(j), j = 1 ,..., r,,i=l,..., d , (4) 
1 
where we define SiO = 0 and Sd+i j = .PQ+l,l, the subspace spanned by the 
first sdsl j standard basis vectors for g’d+l. It is clear from (4) that the 
image of’ X can be expressed as an intersection of subvarieties of 
rI~=i=,Il~_lGs~j(F’~+~) with each subvariety a product of a flag variety and 
Grassmannians. Hence, the image is a subvariety of the indicated product of 
Grassmannians. In particular, this shows that VT(Z, v, m, st)/GT(Z, v, .F) is 
compact. 
The following theorem summarizes the results of this section. 
THEOREM 2. VT(Z, v, m, .F))/GT(Z, v, .F) is a compact %knaZytic 
munifoold. The mapping 
X:VT(Z, v,m, g)/GT(Z, v, .F) -+ fi fi G”*j(.F’d+l) 
i=r j=l 
defined by X( n,( Y,, . . . , Yd)) = [Sp Y,Y,_ r . . . Yi + ,Yi( j)] is an analytic im- 
bedding onto the subvariety {[S,,] E Il~z=,Il~=lG”ii(~‘~+~): Si, j_1 c S,,, 
Sij C Si+l,micjj, j = l,..., ri, i = l,..., d }, where sij = vi + . * . + vi. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let d = 2, 1 = (4,6,9), v1 = (2,1, l), v2 = (2,1,1,2), 
v3 = (3,2,3, l), m’ = (2,4,4), m2 = (1,2,2,4). Then jj identifies 
vT(Z, V, m, F)/GT(Z, v, 4G) with the subvariety of a product of Grassmann- 
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ians consisting of all arrays of the form 
where Si j is a subspace of 9’ and dim S,, = 2, dim S,, = 3, dim S,, = 4, 
dim& = 2, dim S, = 3, dim S, = 4, dim S, = 6. 
The inclusions specified by the above diagram can be specified instead by 
the following diagram in which repetitions have been introduced to obtain a 
rectangular form: 
0 = S,, = S,, = S,, = S,, = S,, 
nnn nnn 
s,, c s, c s, c s, c s, c s, 
nnnnnn 
4”3c 95c 2F”5c F”8c F9c P9 
Since this is a rectangular array in which no row or column inclusion is 
omitted, the collection of all such arrays (i.e. the image of X) can be 
represented simply by the following matrix which specifies the dimension of 
each subspace: 
022234 
2 3 4 4 6 6. 
355899 1 
The procedure in Example 3 provides an alternative to the description of 
the biflag manifold as an orbit space VT(Z, v, m, F))/GT(Z, v, .F) (or its 
image under 52) specified by I, v, and m. Instead, the biflag manifold can be 
regarded as consisting of rectangular arrays of subspaces which are nonde- 
creasing along each row and column. Thus, in place of 2, v, and m, a biflag 
manifold can be specified by a (d + 1) X T matrix U = [ uij] in which the 
entries are nonnegative integers which are nondecreasing along each row and 
column. Let Biflag(U, g) denote the biflag manifold specified by U, i.e., 
Wi,j_l~Wij, Wij~Wi+l,j, j=l,..., r,i=l,..., d , 
1 
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where Wit, = 0 and Wd+iPj= Pud+l.j, the span of the first ud+i,j standard 
basis vectors for FUd+l,r. We shall refer to the elements of Biflag(U, 9) as 
bij7ugs. 
The descriptions of the biflag manifold as VT(Z, v, m, %))/GT(Z, v, s) 
and as Biflag(U, 9) will both prove useful in the sequel. Of course, given I, 
v, and m, we can determine U such that VT(Z, V, m, g))/GT(Z, v, 9) 1 
Biflag(U, 9), and vice versa. 
5. RETRACTION OF Flag,(k, p, g”) ONTO A BIFLAG MANIFOLD 
An n X m matrix X = [xii] is called reguZur Zouxr triangular (RLT) iff it 
is lower triangular and constant along each diagonal. (By lower triangular, we 
mean that if the diagonals are numbered starting from the lower left-hand 
comer, then every entry above the min( n, m)th diagonal is zero.) A parti- 
tioned matrix is called block regular lower triangular (BRLT) iff each block is 
RLT. Thus, if (Xi,. . . , xd) E V(k, p, Fn), then the ki+l x ki matrix xi is 
BRLT when the rows and columns are partitioned according to p”+ ’ and pi 
respectively. 
Let RLT(n, m) denote the vector space of all n X m RLT matrices with 
entries in 9. Define a map 
L”,:BBXRLT(n,m)-,RLT(n,m), 
where L”,( t, X) is the matrix obtained by multiplying each entry on the jth 
diagonal of X (numbering the diagonals starting in the lower left-hand 
comer) by t”-i, j = l,..., min(n, m). It is easily verified that 
L”,(t, X)LT(&Y) = L”k(t, XY). (5) 
In the sequel, we shall simplify the notation by using L(t, X) to denote 
L”,(t,X). 
We now prove that Flag,( k, p, 9”) has a biflag manifold as a strong 
deformation retract. Let Zi, x’ = (Ail,. . ., X,), and vi = (vi,. . ., vi) be as 
defined in Section 3 (i = 1,. . ., d + 1). Let Z = (I i,...,Zd+i) and V= 
(Vl,...,Vd+l). 
THEOREM 3. VT(Z, v, m, F))/GT(Z, Y, 9) is a strong deformation retract 
of Flag,(k,p,P’), wherem={mi(j):j=l ,..., ri; i=l,..., d} isdefined 
by m’(j) = max{ c: Ai,” 2 xj}. 
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Proof. A homotopy map F:R X V(k, p, 9”) --j V(k, p, F”) is con- 
structed as follows. Let (Xi,. . . , X,) E V(k, p, Sn), and let X,(a, b) denote 
the abth block in Xi when the rows and columns are partitioned according 
to pi+1 and pi respectively. Thus, Xi(a, b) E RLT(pA+‘, ps), a = 1,. . . , Zi+ 1, 
b=l,..., Zi. Let F,(t, Xi) denote the matrix obtained from Xi by replacing 
X,(a, b) with L(t, Xi(a, b)) for all a, b. It is easy to show that F,(t, Xi) has 
full rank for all t. Let F(t,(X,,. . . , X,)) = (F,(t, X,),.. ., FJt, X,)). 
A homotopy map H: II3 X G(k, p, 9) + G(k, p, 9) is constructed simi- 
larly. Let (T,, . . . , Td) E G(k, p, g) and let ?(a, b) denote the ubth block in 
Ti when the rows and columns are both partitioned according to pi. Thus, 
T,(u, b) E RLT(p6, pb). Let Hi(t, q) denote the matrix obtained from T 
by replacing T(u, b) with L(t, Ti(u, b)) for all a, b. It is easy to show 
that Hi(t, Ti) is nonsingular for all t. Let H(t, (T,, . . . , Td)) = 
(H,(t, T,),. . . > Hd(t> Td)). 
For each t, let F,: V(k, p, g”) -+V(k, p, Pn) and H,: G(k, p, 3) + 
G(k, p, 9) be defined by F,(X,, . . . , X,) = F(t, (X,, . , . , X,)) and 
H,(T,,..., TJ=H(t,(Ti,..., Td)). Let V,(k, p, 3”) = F,(V(k, p, 9”)) and 
G,(k, p, 9) = H,(G(k, p, 9)). Then Fi and H, are the identity maps on 
V(k, p, Fn) and G(k, p, 9) respectively, and for any t, the restrictions 
F,(V,(k, p, Sn) and H,(G,(k,p,P) are the identity maps on V,(k, p, 9”) 
and G,(k, p, 9) respectively. Thus, if we restrict the domains of F and H to 
Z X V(k, p, 9”) and Z x G(k, p, 3) ( w h ere Z = [0, l]), then F and H are 
(Sanalytic) strong deformation retractions of V(k, p, gn) and G(k, p, g) 
onto V,(k, p, 9”) and G,(k, p, S) respectively. 
Let 52: G(k, p, F)X V(k, p, 9”) + V(k, p, F”) denote the group ac- 
tion. Using (5), it is easy to show that 
F,(~((T,,...,T,),(X,,...,X,)))=~(H,(T,,...,T,),F,(X,,...,X,)). (6) 
By virtue of (6), F induces a homotopy F: I x V(k, p, .9”)/G(k, p, 9) + 
V(k, P, F”))/G(k, P, 9) given by_ F(t, fi(X,, . . . , X,)) = 
qF(t,(Xi,.*., X,))). For any-t E I, define F, : V(_k, p, Pn)/G(k, p, 9) + 
V(k, p, F”)/G(k, pLS)_by F,(f?(X, ,..., X,)) = F(t, 7i(X, ,..., X,)). Let I? 
denote the image of F,. Fl is the identity map on V(k, p, F”)/G(k, pL9), 
and for any t E I, the restriction of F, to I is the identity map. Thus, F is a 
strong deformation retraction of V(k, p, .9”)/G(k, p, St) onto I. 
We show that there is a natural identification of I with 
V,(k, p, P”)/G,(k, p, 9). Using (5), it is straightforward to show that 
H,((T,,...,T,)-(fl ,..., &)) = H,(T, ,..., T,)dZ,(I’, ,..., &). (7) 
Thus, H, is a Lie group homomorphism. In particular, G,(k, p, S) is a 
subgroup of G(k, p, 9), which is clearly closed. It follows from (6) that the 
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free and proper action 52 restricts to an action &!a of G,(k, p, F) on 
V,( k, p, P), which is necessarily a free and proper action. It follows that the 
orbit space V,(k, p, g”)/G,(k, p, 9) is an *analytic manifold. An atlas for 
V,(k, p, .F”)/Ga(k, p, F) can be easily constructed from the atlas of 
standard charts for V(k, p, F”)/G(k, p, F) described in Section 3. This is 
illustrated in AExamp!e 4 below. It also follows from (6) that if 
(X i,“‘, X,),(X,,..., 
G(k, p, 9) such 
X,) E~V~(~, pi .Fn) and there exists (T,, . . . , Td) E 
that (Xi,. . . , X,) = Q((T,,. . . , Td),(X1,. . . , X,)), then 
(T,,..., Td) E G,(k, p, g). Thus, the graph of 52, is the intersection of the 
(closed) graph of D with V,( k, p, F “) X V,( k, p, .F”), showing that the 
graph of 9, is closed. [The graph of the action of a group G on a set M 
refers to the subset of M X M consisting of all pairs (m,, ma) such that m, 
and ms belong the same G-orbit.] 
Let i : V,( k, p, 9”) + V( k, p, 9 “) denote the inclusion map, and let 
ii,: V,(k, p, .F”) -+ V,(k, p, .F”)/G,(k, p, 4”) denote the natural projection. 
Let i: V,(k, p, .?F)/G,(k, p, 9) -+ V(k, p, .!F)/G(k, p, .F) be the map 
induced by i -i.e., i 0 ii, = 7i 0 i. The observations in the preceding para- 
graph imply that i is a one-to-one immersion. It will be proven below that 
V,(k, p, Tn)/Go(k, p, 9) is compact. Hence, i is an imbedding. The image 
of i is clearly l?. By using i to identify l? with V,(k, p, F”“)/G,(k, p, F), we 
may regard V,(k, p, g”)/G,(k, p, 5) as a strong deformation retraction of 
V(k, P, ~“b’G(k P, 9). 
The final step is to show that there is a natural identification of 
V,(k, p, F”)‘“)/G,(k, p, 9) with VT(Z, Y, m, .F))/GT(Z, Y, 9) for the choice 
of m indicated in the statement of the theorem. Let (Xi,. . . , X,) E 
V,(k, p, 9”). The block X,(a, b) is identically zero if pi+ < pb, while if 
PA” >, pi, the entries of Xi(a, b) are zero except for the p$h diagonal, Let 
ai be the Z,+, X li matrix whose abth entry is zero if pi+ ’ < p; and is 
equal to the value of the entries on the pith diagonal of X,(a, b) if 
i+l >, pk. Partition the rows and columns of oi( Xi) according to vi+’ and vi 
!&pectively. Let w,(X,)(c, j) d enote the cjth block of the partitioned matrix. 
Each entry in w,(X,)(c, j) corresponds to a block in Xi that is xi:l x Aij. 
Hence if xic+’ < tij, then w,(X,)(c, j) 
identically zero if c > mi(j>. 
is identically zero. Thus, oi( X,)(c, j) is 
On the other hand, the only constraint on the entries in the other blocks 
in ai is given by the requirement that the columns of Xi be linearly 
independent. It is clear that the abth entry in wi(Xi) is equal to the lower 
right-hand corner entry of X,(a, b). Thus, ai is the submatrix of Xi 
obtained by selecting the last row in each block of rows and the last column 
in each block of columns. Since the only nonzero entries in the selected 
columns are those which belong to the selected rows, the linear independence 
of the columns of Xi implies the linear independence of the columns of 
wi(Xi). This shows that (wi(X,),. . . , ad(Xd)) E VT(Z, v, m, 9). 
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Define o : V,(k,p, 3”) + VT(Z, v, m, 9) by 0(X,, . . . , X,) = 
(Wl(X,),..., ad(Xd)). To show that w is an analytic isomorphism, it suffices 
to show w is surjective, since everything else is obvious. Extend the definition 
of wi to all matrices of the form of Xi, but whose columns are not necessarily 
linearly independent. To show that w is surjective it suffices to show that 
linear independence of the columns of wi(Xi) implies linear independence of 
the columns of Xi. It is not hard to show that for a BRLT matrix, linear 
independence of the set of columns consisting of the last column in each 
block of columns implies linear independence of all the columns in the 
matrix. Consequently, the linear independence of the columns of wi(Xi) 
implies the linear independence of the columns of Xi, as required. 
We define a Lie group isomorphism of G,(k, p, 9) onto GT(Z, Y, 9). 
Let (Ti,..., Td) E G,(k, p, 9). The block Ti(a, b) is identically zero if pi < 
p:, while if pi >, ps, the entries of Ti(a, b) are zero except for the p:th 
diagonal. Let &(Ti) be the Zi X Zi matrix whose abth entry is zero if p6 < p; 
and is equal to the value of the entries on the p$h diagonal of T(a, b) if 
pt > pb. Let Zi(q)(c, j) d enote the cj th block of ti(Ti) when both the rows 
and columns are partitioned according to vi. Each entry in ci( T,)(c, j) is 
identically zero if x’, < Aij, which is equivalent to c > j. Thus, ti(Ti) is upper 
triangular as a matrix of blocks. If c < j, the entries of ti(q)(c, j) are 
constrained only by the requirement that Ti be nonsingular. The argument 
above, which shows that the linear independence of the columns of Xi is 
equivalent to the linear independence of the columns of oi( X,), also 
implies that the nonsingularity of Ti is equivalent to the nonsingularity of 
ri(Ti). Consequently, the map 5: G,(k, p, 9) + GT(Z, v, 6) defined by 
U’,, . . . > G) = (EO’d,. . . > &i(V) is an analytic isomorphism. It is trivial to 
verify that 5 is also a group homomorphism. 
Recall that 0 denotes the group action of GT( 1, v, .F) on VT( 1, v, m, 9). 
It is easy to show that 
w(~20((Tl,...,T,),(Xl,...,X,)))=O(~(T,,...,T,),o(X,,...,X,)). (8) 
It follows from (8) that the isomorphism w induces a natural isomorphism of 
V#(k, P, g”)/G,(k, p, 3) onto WI, v, m, g))/GT( 2, v, 9). This also shows 
that V,(k,p, S’“)/G,(k, p, 9) is compact, a fact used above. Thus, 
Flag,(k,p, Sn) has the biflag manifold VT(Z, v, m, S))/GT(Z, v, 9) as a 
strong deformation retract. n 
EXAMPLE 4 (Continuation of Example 1). The chart domain v.,,, 
y = (y’, y2) with y1 = ((I), (3,4)), y2 = ((2, (1,4), (3)), for 
V(k,p, T”)/G(k, P, St) retracts onto a chart domain for 
V,(k,p, 9”)/Go(k. p, St>, which is parametrized by pairs (Xi, X,) of the 
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form 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0’ 
w2 0000000 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 w2 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 W2 
10000000 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
x2= 0 ii 1 0 0 0 : 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 xs ys 
0 0 0 0 0 1 xs y, 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 212 
x1= 
1000 0 
0100 0 
00100 
0000 0 :li_ 0 0 0 sg us * 0000 0 00010 0000 1 
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V,(k,p, S”)/G&k, p, .F) is identified with the biflag manifold 
VT(Z, Y, m, g))/GT(Z, v, g) where 1 = (3,4,5), Y = (v’, Y’, v3) = ((1,2), 
(1,2,1), (1,1,2,1)), m=(m’,m2,m3)=((1,3), (2,3,4)). The aboy c_hart for 
V,(k,p, Sn)/Go(k, p, 9) is identified with the chart (U,, (p,) for 
WI, v, m, W/GT(L v, P), where (Y = (a’, a2) with (Y’ = ((1),(3,4)), a2 = 
((2),(1,4),(3)). In other words, (Y = y. This chart is parametrized by pairs 
(Y,, Y2) of the form 
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6. SPECIAL CASE: INVARIANT SUBSPACES AND THE TOPOLOGY 
OF THE GENERALIZED FLAG MANIFOLD 
In this section, we study the topology of Flag,(k, p, 9”) in the special 
case where d = 1. In this case, Flag,(k, p, Fn) consists of all the kidimen- 
sional A-invariant subspaces with cyclic structure p’. The pervasiveness of 
problems involving invariant subspaces in both pure and applied mathe- 
matics makes this special case of independent interest. In addition, the results 
for d = 1 derived in this section are used in the following section to compute 
the Betti numbers of Flag,(k,p, 9”) for arbitrary d. 
Let n be a positive integer, and let a = (a, ,..., a,), b = (b, ,..., b,) be 
integer sequences with 0 < a, < . . . < a,, 0 < b, < . . . < b, Q n, and a j < 
bj, j = l,..., r. Let ei ,..., e, denote the standard basis vectors for 9”“. Using 
the identification of 9 by with Sp { e i, . . . , e b, } , we define 
Flag(a,b,s-“)= I(S,,...,S,)EFlag(a,~“):Sj~~“J, j=I,...,r}. 
We refer to Flag(a, b, 9”) as a generalined flag manifold. If b, = . . . = b, 
= n, Flag(a, b, 9”) is the usual (partial) flag manifold Flag(a, 3’). In the 
special case where T = n - 1 and a j = j, we refer to Flag(u, 9”) and 
Flag(u, b, 9”) as a complete flag manifold and a complete generulized 
flag manifold respectively. It should be noted that our terminology differs 
from that of some authors, who refer to Flag(a, .9”) as a generalized 
flag manifold. Since Flag(a, b, 3”“) = Flag(a, g”) n FI;=,G”j(.FbJ), 
Flag(u, b, gn) is a compact subvariety of Flag(a, Fn). 
In the special case where d = 1, the biflag manifold 
V’T(I, v, m, 9))/GT(I, v, 9) is a generalized flag manifold. The following 
result is obtained by specializing Theorem 3. The notation is the same as in 
Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let d = 1. Flag(u, b, 3’2) is a strong deformation retruct 
of Flag,(k, p, .F’), where a =(a, ,..., arl), b = (b, ,..., b,,) with aj = 
C;= 1& b, = E${‘vc”. 
REMARK 1. It follows directly from the definition of m’(j) in Theorem 3 
that cm’(i)vi+i - 
c-1 c - q;.y, the number of entries in the partition p’+ ’ of size at 
least AIj. Thus, bj “q,$. 
There are some special cases of Theorem 4 that are of interest. Recall that 
when d=l, p’=(r):,..., p$ denotes the partition of n corresponding to 
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the Jordan block structure of A, and q2 = (412,. . . , qi) denotes the conjugate 
partition of p2. Also Ai = (xi,, . . . , AiJ denotes the distinct numbers in pi 
listed in decreasing order, i = 1,2. 
(i) Suppose q$ = q$ , i.e., any block in A which is of size at least hi,., 
is of size at least ki. *en b,= b,= ..* = br,, so Flag,(k,p, Fn) has an 
ordinary (rather than generalized) flag manifold as a strong deformation 
retract. In particular, this is the case when every block in A is of equal size. 
(ii) Suppose q$,=q$,, v:=vi= ... =vfi=l, and rI=q$, or r,=q$, 
- 1. Then a j = j, j = 1,. . . , rl, b, = - . * = br,, and bj is either ri or ri + 1. 
Therefore Flag,(k,p, F”) retracts onto a complete ordinary flag manifold. If 
the assumption q$ = q:l is omitted, then the deformation retract is a 
complete generalized flag’manifold. 
(iii) Suppose ri = 1, i.e. pi = 1. . = pi,. Then Flag(a, b, g’2) is the 
Grassmann manifold G”i(Fqf’,), so Flag,(k,p, g”) retracts onto a Grass- 
mann manifold. 
(iv) Suppose rl = 1 and vi = 1. In this case Flag,(k,p, sn) consists of all 
k,dimensional cyclic subspaces. It follows from (iii) that Flag,(k,p, 3”) 
retracts onto the projective space of dimension qf, - 1. 
(v) Suppose p2 = (pf, 1 , . . . , 1). Thus, A has at most one nontrivial Jordan 
block. For p’ to be compatible with p2, p’ must be of the form p’ = 
(P:J,..., 1). The case where p: = 1 is trivial, so suppose p; > 1. If p: = 1, 
then obviously Flag,(k,p, 9”) is isomorphic to Gkl(.%t”). If p: > 1 and 
2, = 1, then Flag,( k, p, .F*) consists of all k i-dimensional cyclic subspaces 
and is contractible by (iv). If p: > 1 and 1, > 1, then Flag,(k,p, F”) retracts 
onto Flag((1, Ii),(l, Z2), Fc’z) = G’I-‘(~“~-‘). 
In the remainder of this section, the Betti numbers of the generalized flag 
manifold Flag(a, b, 9”) are determined. Our main tool is a cell decomposi- 
tion of Flag(a) b, 9”) which is induced from the well-known Bruhat cell 
decomposition for the ordinary flag manifold Flag(a, 9”). Curiously enough, 
the generalized flag manifold does not seem to have been studied so far in the 
literature, and many basic questions on the topology of Flag(a, b, 9’“) still 
remain open-e.g., when is Flag(a, b, 9”) orientable? As basic references 
for the homology of the ordinary flag manifold Flag(a, F”), we mention 
Bore1 [3], Ehresmann [6, 71, and Hiller [9]. 
Let us first recall the construction of the Bruhat decomposition of the 
partial flag manifold Flag(a, .!P “). For any k-dimensional linear subspace S of 
gn, the signature of S is defined as the set sig(S) = {pi,..., fik}, where 
pi< ... < pk are the “jump points” of S, i.e. 
s r-l .FP*-’ + s n .Ffll for i=l,...,k. 
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It is easily seen that S, C S, C %” implies sig(S,) C sig(S,). In particular for 
any flag S=(Si,..., S,) E Flag(a, 4t”), there is an increasing sequence of 
signatures sig( S ) = (sig( S, ), . . . , sig( S, )) with 
(i) sig(S,)C a.* Csig(S,)C {l,.,.,n}. 
(ii) cardsig(Sj)=aj for j=l,...,r. 
Any such sequence s = ( sl,. . . , s,) of subsets sj c { 1,. . . , n } satisfying (i) and 
(ii) is called a flag symbol. Let F(a, n) denote the set of all such flag symbols 
corresponding to a. F( a, n) has 
i 
n 
u1,u2 - a, ,..., a, - a,_,, n - a, )=(a:)(a”z-““:)...(~~l~~:) 
elements, where 
is the multinomial coefficient. 
For any flag symbol s = (sr,. . . , s,) E F(u, n), the Bruhut cell of the flag 
manifold is defined as the set 
B,= {SEFlag(u,P”“):sig(S)=s}. 
It is an easy exercise to prove that R, is in fact an sanalytic submanifold of 
Flag(u, 9”) and diffeomorphic to an affine space 9-9, where o is the 
dimension of B,. 
Recall that a decomposition ( X,)i E r of a Hausdorff space X into disjoint 
subsets is called cellular if 
(a) (_Xi)iEI is locally finite and each Xi is homeomorphic to some Iw”l; 
(b) Xi - Xi is contained in the union of cells Xi of smaller dimension, 
where Xi denotes the topological closure of Xi. 
The following basic result was first proved by C. Ehresmann in his thesis 
[6, 71. 
BRUHAT DECOMPOSITION THEOREM. The decomposition of the flag 
manifold Flag(a, 9”) into Bruhut cells B,, s E F(u, n), is a finite cellular 
decomposition. 
Furthermore (see [6], [7], [ll, p. 1111) every q-dimensional Bruhat cell B, 
determines a homology class [B,] E H,(Flag(u, gn); K), where K = Z for 
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9 = C or K = Z s for 9 = R. Moreover these homology classes [B,] generate 
additively the singular homology groups H,(Flag(a, Fn); K). 
BASIS THEOREM (Ehresmann). The B&rat classes [B,], s E F(a, n), 
form a basis for the singular homology groups H.(J?lag(a, 62 “); Z) and 
H*(Flag(a,R”);Z,). In particular, the q th mod 2 Betti number of 
Flag(a, 9”) is equal to the number of Bruhat cells B, of dimension q. 
See [6], [7] for a proof, or Bore1 [3], where the cohomology of Flag(a, 9 “) 
is treated from the point of view of the theory of homogeneous spaces. 
We will now derive a generalization of Ehresmann’s basis theorem for 
Flag(a, b, 3”). The inclusion map i:Flag(a, b, 9”) + Flag(a, 9’“) imbeds 
Flag(a, b, 9”) as a compact submanifold of Flag(a, g”). We identify 
Flag(a, b, 9”) with its image i(Flag(a, b, 9”)). Given any two increasing 
sequencesa=(a, ,..., a,), b=(b, ,..., b,)withaj<bjforj=l ,..., r,aflag 
symbol s=(si,..., s,)~F(a,n)iscalled(a,b)-admissibkiff sic {l,...,bj} 
for all j = l,..., r. The number of (a, b )-admissible flag symbols s E F( a, n) 
is given by 
The following result is an immediate consequence of the definitions. 
LEMMA 1. Let B, denote a Bruhat cell in FZug(a, gn). Then B, n 
FZug(a, b, Tn) is nonemtpy if and only ifs is (a, b)-admissibk, in which 
case B, c FZug(a, b, 9”). 
It follows from this lemma that Flag(a, b, F”) is a union of Brmhats cells 
of Flag( a, S”), a smooth Bruhat variety, and that the Bruhat decomposition 
of Flag( a, 3’) induces a cellular decomposition of the generalized flag 
manifold. We formulate this as a theorem. 
THEOREM 5. The decomposition of the generalized flag manifold 
Flag(a, b, 9”) into B&at cells B,, s E F(a, n) (a, b)-admissible, is a finite 
cellular decomposition. The total number of Bruhat cells of Flag( a, b, F “) is 
equal to 
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Since the Bruhat cells of Flag(a, R”) are cycles (mod 2 for R = R), any 
q-dimensional Bruhat cell B, of the generalized flag manifold Flag(a, b, gn) 
determines a homology class [B,] E H,(Flag(a, b, 3,-n); K), and these 
homology classes generate additively the singular homology groups 
H,(Flag(a, b, 9”); K). For sl’ = Q=, these classes actually form a basis of 
H,(Flag(a, b, Q= “); H), since all boundary maps on the chain level are already 
zero. (In this case the Bruhat cells are even-dimensional.) Let /3,(X; K) 
denote the gth Betti number of a topological space X using the coefficient 
field K. Let c4 denote the number of Bruhat cells of Flag(a, b, 3”) of 
dimension 9. Then the following is obviously true: 
&(Flag(a, b,Q=“); K) =c4 forall 9 > 0. (9) 
&(Flag(u, b,R”); K) Gcq for all 9 > 0. 00) 
THEOREM 6. The B&at classes [B,], s E F(u, n) (a, b)-admissible, 
form a basis of the singular homology groups H.(Flag(u, b,Q:“),Z) and 
H *(Flag(u, b, R “), Z 2). In particular, the 9 th mod 2 Betti number of 
Flag(a, b, 9”) is equal to the number of Bruhut cells of Flag(u, b, .F”) of 
dimension 9. 
Proof. It is enough to show that the Bruhat classes [B,] are linearly 
independent in H,(Flag(u, b, Fn); K). Let K, [L,] denote the union of all 
Bruhat cells B, of AFlag(u, b, Fn) [of Flag( a, Fn)] with dimension < 9. 
Set F= {~,~,.oy L= {&I,,o. Define:as in Massey [ 1 l]-chain groups 
C,(K) = H,(K, - KqY1; K) and C,(L) = H,(L, - L4_1; K). Then 
{C,(K)), > 0 andJC,(W,,*ll are chain* complexes: where the boundary 
operators a : C,(K) + C,_ 1(K) [ d ’ : C,(L) -+ C, _ r(L)] are those defined 
for the pairs of subspaces (Kq - K,_z, Kqpl - Kqpz) [(L, - Lqpz, 
L q-1 -L,_,)]. Since Flag(u, b, .Fn) is the union of Bruhat cells of 
Flag( a, .LF “), the inclusion i :*Flag( a, b,,_F “) --f Flag( a, 9”) induces an in- 
jection on homology i * : H*(K) + H,(L). Therefore by Massey [ll, p. 1111, 
and by Poincare duality, i,: H,(Flag(u, b, F”); K) -+ H.(Flag(u, F6^“); K) 
is an injection which maps each homology class [B,] of a Bruhat cell 
in H *(Flag( a, b, .Fn); K) to the corresponding homology class of g, in 
H*(Flag(a, S”^“); K). By the Ehresmann basis theorem, the Bruhat classes 
in H .#lag(u, 9”); K) are linearly independent. Thus the Bruhat classes in 
H *(Flag( a, b, 9 “); K) are linearly independent as well. n 
As a consequence of the above theorem, the generalized flag manifold 
Flag(u, b, 9”) has the homology type of a product of Grassmann manifolds. 
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THEOREM 7. Set a, = 0. There are isomorphisms of the homology groups 
(a) H,(Flag(a, b,C”);Z) g H*(n~=lGai-“j~l(Q:b~-a~-~);Z), 
03) H,(Flag(a, b,R”);H,) z H*h;_lG.‘-a’-I(BBbraj-l);Zz). 
Proof By Theorem 6, the 9th (mod 2 for 9 = W) Betti number 
of Flag( a, b, Sn) is equal to the number C~ of (a, bkadmissible flag 
symbols s E F(a, n) with dim B, = 9. For any (a, b)-admissible flag symbol 
s = (sr,. . .) s,),letfi:{l,..., bj}-sj_r+(l ,..., bj-aj_,}betheuniquely 
determined monotone increasing bijection, and define s’ = ( fr(s i), 
fa(sa-si),..., A(s,-s,_,)). Each subset f(s.-sj_r) (sg=O) defines a 
Schubert symbol of the Grassmann manifol cj ‘a -ai-l(_Fb,-o,-l). Thus, 8’ G J 
corresponds to a cell (C, X . . . X C,),, in the decomposition of 
l-l&iG a,-a,_,(gb,-aj_, ) into products of Schubert cells. The correspon- 
dence s * s’ defines a one-to-one correspondence between the Bruhat cells 
B, of Flag(a, b, 3”) and the (products of) Schubert cells (C, X . . . X C,),, 
of l-I;=,G ‘J-aj-l(~b~-aj~l). Furthermore, it is easily verified that dim 6, = 
dim(C, x . - . X C,),,. Consequently, c4 is equal to the number of Schubert 
cells of ~~=lGBj-a~-~(~b~-aj-l) of dimension 9. n 
Besides the use of the Ehresmann basis theorem for the computation of 
the Betti numbers of Flag(a, b, g”), there is a different approach possible, 
which uses a fixed-point theorem of E. E. Floyd. In fact, this leads to a 
completely independent proof of Ehresmann’s basis theorem. Let N(a, b) 
denote the number defined in Theorem 5. 
THEOREM (Floyd [8]). Let f: M -+ M be an involution on a compact 
manifold M, and let Fix(f) denote the fixed-point set off. Then 
We use this result to prove the following 
LEMMA 2. C$,(Flag(a, b,F’“);Z,)> N(a,b). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. If n = 1, Flag(a, b, 9’“) is a 
point and N(a, b) = 1, so the assertion holds. 
Suppose that the assertion holds for Flag(a, b, gm) whenever m < n. We 
prove it holds for Flag(a, b, S”). If b, < n, then Flag(a, b, 9”)= 
Flag(a, b, 9,-I). Since N(a, b) depends only on a and b (and not on n), 
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the result follows from the induction hypothesis. Thus, we may assume that 
b, = n. Also we may assume without loss of generality that a, > 0 and 
a, -C n. Let j < r be such that bj < n and bi,l = . . . = b, = n. Set j = 0 
if b,=n. 
Let P be the n X n matrix diag(1, 1, . . . , 1, - 1). P induces an involution 
on Flag(a, b, 9”) by (S, ,..., S,) -(P(S,) ,..., P(S,)). Let Fix(P) denote the 
fixed-point set. Given any (S,,.. ., S,) E Flag(a, b, Fn), we have P(S,) = Si 
for i< j, since SiC~bzC~“^n~l. Thus, (S,,...,S,)EFix(P) if and only if 
P(S,)=&, i=j+1,..., r. 
Let (Si,..., S,)~Fix(P).EitherS,c3”“-’ orthereexistsk>j+lsuch 
that Sk_ i C *n-l and Sk Q 9”- ‘. In the latter case, it follows that for 
i>k, Si isoftheformS(@Sp{e,},whereS/Cfln-’, S,_,CS{C ... CSi, 
and e,, is the nth standard basis vector for 9”. Let Fix,(P) = {(S,, . . . , S,) E 
Fix(P): Sk_, c 3”-‘, S,c3n-1}, k=j+l,...,r, and let Fix,+,(P); 
{(S i,“‘, S,) E Fix(P): S, c .9--,-l}. Then Fix(P)= LI;~~+,Fix,(P). Let b 
=(b 1,“‘> b,, n - 1,. . . , n-l), and let ak=(a, ,..., ~~_~,a,-l,a,+,- 
l,..., a, - l), k = j + l,.,., T. It is clear that Fix,+,(P) = Flag(a, &,9,-n-1) 
and Fix,(P)zFlag(ak,b,4t”-‘), k= j+l,...,r. Applying the induction 
hypothesis, we have 
~P@dP)A) a i Ayak, ii)+ iqa, 6). 
9 k=j+1 
By computing the right-hand side in the order 
and using the formula 
for the addition of binomial coefficients, one obtains N(a, b) as the value of 
the right-hand side. Applying Floyd’s theorem then gives 
~P,(flag(a, b, 9”);z2) 2 Wa, b), 
which completes the proof. n 
By Lemma 2, the sum of the mod 2 Betti numbers of Flag(a, b, Fn) is 
equal to the number of Bruhat cells of Flag(a, b, fin). This implies that the 
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inequalities (10) are in fact equalities if K = Z s. Hence, the Bruhat classes 
[B,] in H,(Flag(a, b, R “); Z s) are linearly independent. Since the absence of 
odd-dimensional cells when 9 = C implies that the Bruhat classes in 
H,(Flag(a, b, C”), Z) are linearly independent, we obtain an independent 
proof of Theorem 6 and hence of the Ehresmann basis theorem as well. 
7. BETTI NUMBERS OF THE BIFLAG MANIFOLD 
In this section, we compute the Betti numbers of the biflag manifold. We 
use the Leray-Hirsch theorem together with the results on the generalized 
flag manifold contained in the preceding section. By virtue of Theorem 3, we 
also obtain the Betti numbers of Flag,(k, p, Fn). 
Let U = [ ui j] be a (d + 1) x r matrix in which the entries are nonnegative 
integers that are nondecreasing along each row and column, and let 
n = %+l,r- Recall that Biflag( U, .9) consists of the biflags { [ Wji] E 
IJ~=i=ln;=IGuij(%n): Wi, 
where Wi, = 0 and 
basis vectors for 9”. 
matrix obtained by deleting the first row of U. Given W = [ Wij] E 
Biflag(U,s), set Wi=(Wi, ,..., Wi,). Thus W=(W’,..., W*). Let W= 
(W2,..., Wd). Then W E Biflag(U, 9). 
Biflag(U, 9) and Biflag(U, 9) are compact manifolds. In particular, 
their homology groups are finitely generated. Consider the smooth fibration 
m:Biflag(U,P)+Biflag(U,F), 
where r(W’ 
W=(W2 
,...) Wd) = (W2 )...) Wd). The fibre F = K’(W) at any biflag 
, . . . , Wd) is diffeomorphic to { W,, C . . * c W,, : Wij C Wzj, j = 
1 , . . . , r }, which is in turn diffeomorphic to the generalized flag manifold 
Flag( ur, u2, Pn). Let 
i:Flag(u’,u2,8”)+Biflag(U,9) 
denote the inclusion of the fibre F, and let 
p:Biflag(U, 9) + Flag(u’, 9”) 
denote the projection defined by p( W ‘, . . . , Wd) = Wi. The composition 
p 0 i is the inclusion map 
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By Theorem 6, we know that inc defines an injection of homology groups 
inc,: H,(Flag(ul,u’, fin); K) -j H,(Flag(u’, s-“); K), 
where K = Z for 9 = C and K = Z 2 for 9 = R. Furthermore, 
H*(Flag(u’, u’, gtn); K) is torsion-free and finitely generated. It follows that 
there exists a cohomology extension of the fibres F of ?T and we can apply the 
Leray-Hirsch theorem (see Spanier [9]) to get an isomorphism of homology 
groups 
H,(Biflag(U, 9); K) K 
Proceeding by induction 
H,(Biflag(e, 9); K)@H,(Flag(u’, u2, 9”); K). 
on d, this shows that 
d 
H,(Biflag(U, F); K) s z~lH,(Flag(ui,ui+l, Fn); K). 
Applying Theorem 7, we obtain the following result which shows that the 
biflag manifold has the homology type of a product of Grassmannians. 
THEOREM 8. Let K=Z forF=C, K=Z, forS=R, Then there is 
an &morphism of homology groups 
where uiO = 0. 
Combining Theorem 3 with Theorem 8 and using the correspondence 
between VT(Z, v, m, s))/GT(Z, Y, F) and Biflag(U, g) described at the end 
of Section 4, we obtain the following result which describes the homology 
groups of Flag,(k,p, g”) as those of a product of Grassmannians. 
THEOREM 9. Let sii = vi + . . . + vi, let m’(j) be as defined in Theorem 
3, andletK=Z forF=C, K=Z, forS=R. Thenthereisanisomor- 
phism of homology groups 
H,(Flag,(k,p, Sn); K) 2 H, fi h GS~~-S~.,-I(~IS~+l.mi(,)-s~.~-~); K 
i=l j=l 
where siO = 0. 
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COROLLARY. Flag,(k,p, 9”) is contractible if and only if 
Zf this is the case, Flag,(k,p, F*) is isomorphic to affine space. 
Proof. Flag,( k, p, .F “) is covered by the standard charts { vY : y E 
C( k, p)} described in Section 3. It is easily seen that the cardinality of 
C(k, p) is equal to 
si+l,m'(j) - 'i, j-l 
sij - si j-1 ’ 
where m’( j ) is as defined in the statement of Theorem 3. Since si j - si, j_ I = 
vi > 0, the cardinality of C(k,p) is one if and only if s~+~,,,,(~)=s~~ for all 
i, j. By Remark 1, this is equivalent to 4:;’ = vi + * . . + vi for all i, j. 
Thus, if this condition is satisfied, Flag,( k, p, 9”) is covered by a single 
chart and hence is isomorphic to affine space. On the other hand, Theorem 9 
shows that the sum of the Betti numbers of Flag,(k,p, 9”) is equal to this 
number of standard charts. Thus, if the cardinality of C(k, p) is greater than 
one, Flag,( k, p, 9”) is not contractible. m 
8. PARTITION OF THE BIFLAG MANIFOLD INTO AFFINE SPACES 
In this section, we describe a partition of the biflag manifold into 
submanifolds, each of which is homeomorphic to a Euclidean space. In the 
special case when the biflag manifold is a flag manifold or a generalized flag 
manifold, these submanifolds are the Bruhat cells. 
Recall from Theorem 2 that the map X identifies 
VT(Z,V,~,~)/GT(Z,Y,~) with {S=[S,,] E.~=~,~_~G~“(~~):S~,~_~C 
S,,, Sij c$+~,~,(~), j =I ,..., ri, i = l,..., d}, where we have set R = 
1 d+l, and by convention S, = 0 and Sd+l, j = .%Q+l,l, the span of the 
first sd+ 1, j standard basis vectors for 9 “. Let S = [S,,] E 
x(VT(Z, Y, m, 4t)/GT(Z, Y, 9)). As in Section 6, sig(Sij) denotes the set of 
jump points of Si j relative to the standard complete flag { 9 k }; for 9”“. 
Thensig(Sij)isan sij-elementsubsetof {l,...,n},andsig(Si,j_l)~sig(Sjj). 
sig(Sij) c sig(Si+l,micj,) (j = l,.. ., ri; i = l,..., d), where we define sig(SiO) 
=0 and sig(Sd+l,j)= {l,..., .~d+~,j }. Let sig(S) denote the array [sig( S,,)] 
where J’ = 1,. . . ,1;, i = 1,. . . , d + 1. Note that we include the fixed signatures 
corresponding to i = d + 1 in the array sig(S). 
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We define a bijlug symbol for VT(Z, v, m, F))/GT(Z, Y, 9) to be an 
arraya=[aij] (j=l,...,ri; i=l,...,d+l)withthefollowingproperties: 
(i) uij C {l,..., n} with Card aij = sii, where n = ld+i. 
(ii) ud+l,j’{l,..+,Sd+l,j}+ 
(iii) ai j-1 C uij, uijC u,+~ m,cj), j = l,..., ri, i = l,..., d. (Set a,, =0.) 
Let F(Z, Y, m) denote the set of all such biflag symbols corresponding to 
1, v, m. For each u E F(Z, v, m), let BF, = {S E 
x(VT(Z, v, m, 9))/GT(Z, v, F)):sig(S) = u}. We refer to BF, as a bijlag 
cell. Clearly, {BF,: u E F(Z, v, m)} is a partition of the biflag manifold. 
Let Z E V&F’). (That is, 2 is an n x p rank-p matrix.) Let a = 
(a i, . . . , a,) be an r-tuple of positive integers which sum to p. Let [Z,, . . . , Z,] 
denote the column partitioning of 2 corresponding to (a,, . . . , a,). We say 
that 2 is in B&at canonical form of type 6 (relative to the partition a) if 
there exists a multiindex S = { 6(b, c) : c = 1,. . . , ub, b = 1,. . . , r } of distinct 
positive integers satisfying 6(b, 1) < . . . < 6(b, ub) < n such that for every 
(b, c) we have: 
(i) The 6(b, c)th entry in column c of Z, is equal to 1, and this is the 
last nonzero entry in this column. All other entries in the S(b, c)th row in 2, 
are equal to 0. 
(ii) If j > b, every entry in the 6(b, c)th row of Zj is equal to 0. 
Let Perm( n) denote the group of permutations of { 1,. . . , n }. Let r E 
Penn(n), and let II be the permutation matrix corresponding to s, i.e., 
II = [e,,,,,.. .,e,,c,,], where e,,..., e,, are the standard basis vectors for 9-“. 
We say that Z is in r-Bruhut canonical form of type 8 if II’Z is in Bruhat 
canonical form of type 6. 
Recall from Section 4 that Par(p, a, 9) denotes the parabolic subgroup 
of GL,(T) consisting of those matrices with the property that if the rows 
and columns are partitioned according to a, all blocks below the main 
diagonal are identically zero. The proof of the following well-known fact is 
straightforward. 
LEMMA 3. Let Z= [Z1,..., Z,]EV&SJ’~) with Zj ?~a~, j=l,..., r. 
Then there exists a unique P E Par(p, u, 9) :uch that Z = ZP is in Bruhat 
canonical form. Zf 6 denotes the type of Z, then {&b,c):c=l,...,ub, 
b=l ,. . . , j} is the set of jump points of Sp[Z,,. . . , Zj] relative to the 
complete fig { gk}; for pn. 
The proof of the next fact is trivial. 
LEMMA 4. Let QEV,,(F~), YEV~(S”). Let N=SpQ, M=SpQY, 
W = Sp Y, and let Nk denote the subspace spanned by the first k columns of 
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Q. Then the jump points of M relative to the compbte flag { Nk}y for N are 
the same as the jump points of W relative to the standard complete jlag 
{ Fk}; for 9”. 
Let N be an n-dimensional vector space, and let { Nk }; be a complete 
flag for N. Let M be a p-dimensional subspace of N, and let PI -C . . . < /3, 
denote the jump points of M relative to the complete flag { Nk}; for N. Then 
we refer to { M n Nsj } p as the complete jl!ag for M induced by { Nk };. 
The proof of the next fact is an easy exercise. If fi is a pelement subset of 
{L..., n}, then 
f[/3]:P+ {L...>Pl 
denotes the unique order-preserving bijection. 
LEMMA 5. Let N be an ndimensional vector space with complete flag 
{ Nk };. Let M and W be subspaces with W c M C N, and let j? and a 
denote the set of jump points of M and of W respectively relative to { Nk }T. 
Then the set of jump points of W relative to the complete flag for M induced 
by {Nk); isfiB]( 
Let a=((~~,..., ap) be a multiindex with 1~ aI < . . . < ap < n, and let 
Z E V,( 9”). We say that Z is in pseudocolumn echelon form of type (Y if 
2 (I,, j = 1 and zi j = 0 if i > aj, j = 1,. . . , p. Note that such a matrix is in 
column echelon form if, in addition, z,, k = 0 whenever k # j. 
The following two facts are trivial t& prove. 
LEMMAS. Let Z E VP< 9”) be in pseudocolumn echelon form of type a. 
Let M = Sp Z, and let { Mj} p denote the complete flag for M induced by the 
standard complete $!ag { gk}; for 9”. Then Mj is spanned by the first j 
columns of Z, and a is the set of jump points of M relative to ( Fk};. 
LEMMA 7. Let Y E V,,(gq), Z E Vp(Fn) with Y and Z in pseudocol- 
umn echelon fnm of type p = (&, . . . , &,) and a = (a,, . . . , ap) respectively. 
Then YZ is in pseudocolumn echelon form of type y = (vl,. . . , y,), where 
Yj = PaI (i.e. aj = f [Pl(Yj)*I 
Let p=(pl ,..., pL,)with plc*** cp,c{l,..., n},andlet ni denote 
the cardinality of ~1 j. Then p determines a permutation rr[p] E Perm(n,) as 
follows: Let b =(b 1,. . . , b,) denote the elements of p, ordered by listing the 
n1 elements of pr in increasing order, followed by the n2 - n1 elements of 
p s - pL1 in increasing order , . . . , followed by the n, - n, _ 1 elements of ~1 r - 
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p,_ i in increasing order. Then n[p] is defined by the requirement that 
b 4Bl(l) < . . . < b+lw~ 
We denote by II[p] the n, X n, matrix corresponding to V[ ~1. 
REMARK 2. Suppose that p=(/~i,...,p~) with piC ... Cp,CpC 
{l,..., n}. Let $=(f[P](~l),...,f[P](~,)). Since f[PJ is order-preserving, 
it follows that 7r[p] = n[fi]. 
REMARK 3. Suppose that 2 is in Bruhat canonical form of type 6, and let 
pj={6(b,c):c=l ,..., a,,, b=l,..., j}, j=l,..., r. Then ZII[p] is in 
pseudocolumn echelon form. 
The next lemma is a key result. 
LEMMA 8. Let u E F(Z, v, m), and let ui = (ail,. . . , a,,), i = l,.. ., d + 1. 
Let (Y,,...,Y,)EVT(l, v,m,.9-) and let S=[Sij]=X(7rB(Y,,...,Y,,)). Let 
6’={6’(b,c):c=l,..., vb, b=l,..., ri}, where S’(b,l)<... <S’(b,vb) 
are the elements off [ui+i,?,+, ](ujb - a,,,_,). Then sig(S) = u if and ody if 
there exists (I’,, . . . , Pd) E GT( 1, v, g) such that PG’,YjPi is in ~[~‘~~]-Bmchat 
canonical form of type S’, i = 1,. . . , d. (Define uiO = 0 and Pd+ I = I.) 
REMARK 4. An immediate consequence of the definition of u E F( I, v, m) 
is that ?r[ud+l] and f[ud+l,r,+,] are both equal to the identity element of 
Perm( n). 
Proof of Lemma 8. We begin by proving the necessity. Suppose sig(S) 
= u. The proof is by induction on d. If d = 1, the assertion follows im- 
mediately from Lemma 3. 
By the induction hypothesis, there exist Pd, Pd_l,. . . , Pz of the required 
form such that P,;\Y, Pi is in r[ u ‘+ ‘I-Bruhat canonical form of type S’, 
i=2 , . . . , d. Let { Nk }k denote the complete flag for Sar, induced by the 
standard complete flag { 9’); for 9”“. By Lemma 5, the set of jump points 
of Sij re!ative to (Nk}v is f[uz,](ulj). 
Let Y, = II[u i+‘]‘P,;~YiPiTI[ut], i = 2,..., d. B~~R~marks : and 3, Yi is 
in pseudocolumn echelon form. By Lemma 7, Y,Y,_ i . . . Y, is also in 
pseudocolumn echelon form. Since SaT2 = Sp YdYdd- i . . .,ki, it follo*ws from 
Lemma 6 that Nk is spanned by the first k columns of Y,Y,_ 1 . . . Yz. 
Recall from Section 4 that Yi( j) d:notes the submatrix of Yi consisting of 
the first si j columns. Since S, j = Sp Y,Y,_ 1 . . . Y&I[ a21 ‘Pg ‘Y,(j), Lemma 4 
implies that the set of jump points of Sp II[ u2] ‘Pi ‘Yl( j) relative to the 
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standard complete flag { Fk}k for .F I* is equal to the set of jump points of 
Slj relative to {IV,}?, namely f[az,J(ol.). By Lemma 3, there exists P, of 
the required form such that II [ 0’1 ‘P; ‘YIP, is in Bruhat canonical form 
of type S’. Thus, P<‘Y,P, is in n[ a2]-Bruhat canonical form of type S’, 
completing the induction step. 
We now prove the sufficiency. Suppose there exists (PI,. . . , Pd) E 
GT( 2, v, .F) such that Pi;llYi Pi is in v [ ui+ ‘I-Bruhat canonical form of type 
a’, i =l,..., d. We prove that sig(S) = u. Since Pdtl = I and ~l[u~+‘] is the 
identity permutation, YdPd is in Bruhat canonical form of type Sd. By 
Lemma 3, the set of jump points of Sdj relative to the standard complete flag 
{ Fk}; for 9” is odj (since f[od+i,,+,] is the identity). Thus, sig(Sdj) = odj, 
j = 1, :. . , rd. This proves the assertion in the case d = 1. 
By induction hypothesis, we may assume that sig(Sij) = ui j, j = 1,. . . , ri, 
i=2 , . . . , d. By assumption, II[u2] ‘P; ‘Y’,P, is in Bruhat canonical form of 
type 6l. It therefore follows from Lemma 3 that the set of jump points of 
SpII[u2]‘P;lYi(j) relative to the standard complete flag { F k }$ is 
f[ usJ( ali). This implies (by the argument used in proving the necessity) 
that the set of jump points of S, j relative to the induced complete flag { Nk }t 
for %* is f[uz,](ulj). Since sig(S,,) = usl*, it follows from Lemma 5 that 
the set of jump points of Sij relative to { sk)t is uij. Thus, sig(Sj) = urj, 
completing the proof. n 
EXAMPLES. L,etd=2, 1=(3,4,6),v=(v’,v2,v3)withv1=(1,2), v2= 
(2,1, l), v3=(2,3,1), m’=(2,3), m2=(2,3,3). Let ull= {5}, uls= {2,3,5}, 
usi= {1,5}, usa= {1,2,5}, Us= {1,2,3,5}. By definition, usi= {1,2}, a,,= 
{1,2,3,4,5}, a,= {1,2,3,4,5,6}. Then 
?7[u”] = 
[ 
1 2 3 4 1 13 4 2’ 
Let (Yi, Ys) E VT( I, v, m, 9) and let S = [S,,] = X(rB(Yr, Y2)). By Lemma 8, 
sig(S) = o if and only if the orbit a,(Y,, Y2) contains an element (pr, y2) in 
the following canonical form: 
1 0 0 0 
0 *lO 
Y2 = _=k 0 * 0 1 
0 *oo 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Yl = 
_’ I 
* 
1 ; T, 34 * 10’ 0 0 1 
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Let a! and p be subsets of {l,..., n} with equal cardinal&y, say k. Let 
(Yi< .a* < ok and /3i < . . ’ -C Pk be the elements of (Y and p respectively. 
We shall say that CY < /3 provided oj < pi, j = 1,. . . , k. Define a partial order 
on the set F(Z, V, m) of biflag symbols as follows: If u, a^ E F(Z, v, m), then we 
say u < o^ if uij < sij, j = 1,. . . , ri, i = 1,. . . , d. 
THEOREM 10. {BF, : u E F(Z, v, m)} is a partition of 
VT( 1, v, m, F)/GT( 1, v, 9) into imbedded submunifilds, each of which is 
homeomorphic to a Euclidean space. If a, a^ E F(1, v, m) and BF, intersects 
the topological closure of BF,, then u < a^. 
Proof. By Lemma 8, each subset BF, is a slice of a corresponding 
standard chart for VT(Z, v, m, g))/GT(Z, v, 9). (See Section 4.) This proves 
the first assertion. By Theorem 2, VT(I, I, m, 9)/GT(l, v, F) has the 
induced topology from the product lJ~=‘=,l’l;?=,G’~~(9~), where n = ld+i. It 
therefore follows from the corresponding result for the Schubert cell decom- - 
position of the Grassmannian that if BF, n BF, is nonempty, then uji < gi j 
for all i, j. n 
REMARK 5. In the special case when d = 1, the partition {BF,, : u E 
F(Z, v, m)} is precisely the decomposition of the generalized flag manifold 
Flag(a, b, S”) into (a, b)-admissible Bruhat cells described in Section 6. 
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